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Partner with us to provide your customers high quality photography and art prints in metal and acrylic.  We’ve been crafting fine artwork for 15 years using only the 
highest quality media and state-of-the-art printers.  Utilizing custom developed techniques, we produce stunning prints with impressive detail and extremely accurate 
colors.  Your clients’ images will be pre-processed by professional print crafters to look their best regardless of the media selected.   

ChromaLuxe HD Metal Prints 

We offer ChromaLuxe brand HD Metal Prints, the most popular aluminum print panels.  Your client images are heat infused into a durable polymer coating providing 
beautifully saturated colors and incredible contrast. These lightweight prints are perfect for large format prints and multi-part murals.  Prints are weather and water 
resistant making them ideal for outdoor use or commercial settings.  HD Metal Prints are ready to display and require no glass or acrylic to protect them. 

Museum Grade Acrylic Prints 

Acrylic Prints are a premium quality print in terms of color accuracy, fine detail and presentation.  The image is back printed on specially treated acrylic using multiple 
layers of ink for rich, saturated colors.  We then laminate a PVC board to the back to protect the print from damage and seal it to maintain archival capabilities.  The 
acrylic blocks UV light while the backing seals the print from air.  This gives Acrylic Prints impressive archival characteristics for years of enjoyment. 

Direct Aluminum Prints  

Our economical Direct Prints are an excellent choice for beautiful artwork, decor prints and outdoor applications.  Printed on a rigid, aluminum composite board they 
have a beautiful satin/matte finish and are very rigid for easily hanging large.  Using a state-of-the-art UV flatbed printer with 8 ink channels, these prints combine 
excellent detail, perfect colors and durability.   
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Presentation Options: 

All of our print products are produced on rigid substrates and can be ordered “Print Only” ready for framing or inserted into a store bought frame.  We also offer two 
“Wall Ready” mounting options: 

Hanging Cleat: 

Hanging cleats provide an economical method of providing wall-ready artwork.  On smaller prints we use a single metal hanger with specially sized bumpers.  
Depending on print size and media, we may include two hangers and/or rigid backing.  

  

Floating or Recessed Frame: 

Floating frame is our most popular presentation with a custom made, black frame recessed 1-2” from the edge to make the print float off the wall. The black frame 
provides an elegant and contemporary visual compared to Hanging Cleats. 

     

 


